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LRS APIs for Developers
Run operations better and smarter. Connect LRS tools and
services with any third party solution, and streamline
notifications, alerts, and data.

LRS’ open platforms make it possible to integrate LRS paging, tracking, or service data with any other solution. Eliminate the need for multiple,
disparate software solutions, or collect LRS paging or tracking service data and feed it directly into your business intelligence tool.
LRS’ three APIs provide endless options for restaurant, retail, hotel, logistics, and other solution providers.

LRS Paging API
Notify guests or staff from any software application. Integrate LRS’ Connect Transmitter to start, page, message, cancel, and end paging sessions. Uses include:

HOW IT WORKS
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APPLICATION

SOLUTION

Restaurant Reservation and
Waitlist Applications

Offer customers the option to be paged from an LRS pager by entering
and notifying guests within the reservation or wait list application.

Restaurant and Retail Point of
Sale Applications

When taking a customer’s order, add a pager number to manually or
automatically notify them when their order is available for pick-up.
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Healthcare or Logistics
Check-in Systems

Provide customers a pager when checking in and alert when
appointment or goods are ready.
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Entry/Exit Monitoring Systems

Automatically set alerts for one or many staffers when customers or coworkers use an entrance.

LRS TRACKING API
Locate guests at a specific location to quickly deliver goods or services. Integrate LRS’
Tracker solution to monitor guest locations, deliver, or page customers. Uses include:
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Review LRS’ API documentation
at lrsus.com/developer.
Order an LRS hardware
developer kit (paging or
tracking).
Write to LRS’ API of choice.
Consult LRS sales engineering
if needed.

FEATURES
- Open API documentation
- Free API use with purchase of LRS

APPLICATION

SOLUTION

Restaurant Point of Sale
Applications

When taking a customer’s order, add a tracker number to monitor their
location, or page customers when orders are ready for pick-up.

- Developer kits available for

Restaurant Kitchen Display
Applications

Feed guest location data into kitchen systems to locate customers for
table-side delivery on screen, or within kitchen receipt print-outs.

- Sales engineering support available

LRS CLOUD DATA API
Ingest LRS service flow and time data via the LRS Connect Cloud into a business intelligence tool to further analyze customer behaviors. Combine with sales and operational
data to better understand workflow, space usage, and speed of service. Uses include:

hardware
purchase

F O R M O R E I N F O, O R TO

APPLICATION

SOLUTION

O R D E R A D E V E LO P E R K I T,

Business Analytics Tool

Using the LRS Connect Cloud API, pull paging and/or tracking data into a
tool of choice to further analyze important service metrics.

C ALL :

Data Repositories

Feed LRS data into your own data lake for archiving and analyses.
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